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ABSTRACTION 

There is a rise in demand for renting a house and buying house therefore , determining a more efficient to calculate the house rents is crucial. House rent increases 

once a year, So there's a desire to predict house rents within the future .House rent prediction has gained lots of focus nowadays. House rent prediction system 

studies behaviour of your time series data and reflects the long run rents. Forecasting foreign countries is vital to understand the house trends in an exceedingly 

particular country. Software implementations for the experiment were selected from python libraries .Data preprocessing and preparation techinques so as to get 

clean data. To make machine learning models ready to predict house price supported house features.to research and compare models performance so as to decide 

on the simplest model. We applied three different Machine Learning algorithms: Decision tree, Random forest and XG Bootsting on the training data 

Keywords: Machine Learning, Linear Regression,Decision tree, Random forest,  

INTRODUCTION 

Due to the increase in urbanization, there is an increase in demand for renting houses and purchasing houses. Due to the heterogeneous nature of housing 

and the thin housing market with infrequent transactions, the house rents determination process is inappropriate. Therefore, to determine a more effective 

way to calculate house rents that accurately reflects the market 12 prices in the future also. There are various factors that influence the prediction price of 

a house which include physical conditions, transportation, concept, and location, etc…. Therefore, an accurate prediction of housing rents is important 

here, we will introduce you to a house rental prediction system (HRPS) . HRPS system improves prediction accuracy and predicts future house rents. The 

system provides several things such as 

• To know the trend of house rents in a certain location.  

• For renting houses.  

• To fill the information gap by avoiding the third person. 

• To predict the prices according to the locality.  

• To predict the house rents in the upcoming future and can plan to shift to a particular location by knowing the house rents in a locality.  

• The HRPS system provides the foreign region with future house rents which can be helpful for those people out of those countries, so they 

can know the house rents of a particular foreign country.  

• To know the house rents of the foreign country regions and their future house rents                                        

 LITERATURE SURVEY: 

1. [Maryam Heidari, Samira Zad, Setareh Rafatirad; 2021 ] Real-Estate rent prediction in housing marketing research plays a key role in 

conniving the speed of come back - a salient index wont to appraise real-estate investment choices. correct rent prediction in property 

investment will facilitate in generating capital gains and guarantee a money success. during this paper, we stock out a comprehensive analysis 

and study of seven machine learning algorithms for rent prediction, together with regression, Multilayer Perceptron, Random Forest, KNN, 

domestically Weighted Learning, SMO, and KStar algorithms. we have a tendency to train new models for the USA territory, together with 3 

house kinds of single-family, townhouse, and condo. every knowledge instance within the dataset has twenty one internal attributes (e.g., area 

space, price, variety of bed/bathroom, rent, faculty rating, so forth). A set of the collected options designated by filter ways for the prediction 

models 

2. [Hao Peng, Jianxin Li, Zheng Wang, Renyu Yang, Mingsheng Liu, Mingming Zhang, Philip Yu, Lifang He; 2021 ] we have a tendency to 

gift LUCE, the primary life-long prognostic model for machine-driven property valuation. LUCE addresses 2 vital problems with property 

valuation: the dearth of recent oversubscribed costs and therefore the scantiness of house knowledge. it's designed to control on a restricted 

volume of recent house transactions. As a departure from previous work, LUCE organizes the house knowledge in a very cubic content unit 

wherever graph nodes are house entities and attributes that are vital for house value valuation. we have a tendency to use GCN to extract the 

abstraction info fourteen from the cubic content unit, so use the LSTM network to model the temporal dependencies over time. not like 

previous work, LUCE makes effective use of the restricted house transactions within the past few months to update valuation info for all house 
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entities 

3. [Mansi faith, Himani Hindu, Neha Garg, Pronika Chawla; 2020 ] This paper provides an summary concerning the way to predict house prices 

utilizing totally different regression ways with the help of python libraries. The projected technique thought-about the additional refined 

aspects used for the calculation of house value and provided a additional correct prediction. It conjointly provides a quick concerning varied 

graphical and numerical techniques which is able to be needed to predict the worth of a house. This paper contains what and the way the house 

rating model works with the assistance of machine learning and that dataset is employed in our projected model. 

4. [Quang Truong, Minh Nguyen, Hy Dang, Bo Mei; 2020 ] House indicator (HPI) is often accustomed estimate the changes in housing worth. 

Since housing worth is powerfully related to different factors like location, area, population, it needs different data with the exception of HPI 

to predict individual housing worth. There has been a significantly sizable amount of papers adopting ancient machine learning approaches to 

predict housing costs accurately, however they seldom concern regarding the performance of individual models and sixteen neglect the less 

fashionable nonetheless complicated models. As a result, to explore numerous impacts of options on prediction strategies, this paper can apply 

each ancient and advanced machine learning approaches to research the distinction among many advanced models. 

5. [Feng Wang, Yang Zou, Haoyu Zhang, Haodong Shi; 2019 ] The nonlinear relationship between powerful factors and house worth and 

inadequate variety of sample sizes may be the reason for the poor performance of the normal models. Meanwhile, the daily information of the 

$64000 estate market is extremely vast and it's increasing chop-chop. the normal house worth prediction approaches lack capability for large 

information analysis, inflicting low utilization of information. to deal with these considerations, a house worth prediction model supported 

deep learning is planned during this paper, enforced on the TensorFlow framework. Adam optimizer is employed to coach the model, wherever 

the Relu operate is adopted to be the activation operate. Then the house worth trend is expected supported the ARIMA model. 

Introduction to Machine Learning: 

Machine learning could be a subfield of artificial intelligence(AI) . The goal of machine learning typically is to grasp the structure information| of 

knowledge| of information} and work that data into modules which will be understood and used by people. 

Although machine learning could be a field inside technology , it differs from ancient process approaches. In ancient computing ,algorithm are sets of 

expressly programmed directions utilized by computers to calculate or downside solve. Machine learning algorithms instead afford computers to coach 

on knowledge inputs and use applied mathematics analysis facilities computers in building models from sample knowledge so as to alter decision-making 

processes supported knowledge inputs 

Machine Learning could be a continuous developing field. attributable to this, there are some concerns to stay in mind as you're employed with machine 

learning methodologies, or analyze the impact of machine learning method. 

Machine Learning could be a term closely related to knowledge science . It refers to a broad category of ways that revolves around knowledge modelling 

to: 

(1) Supervised Learning : to algorithmically build predictions, and 

(2) Unsupervised Learning: to algorithmically decipher patterns in knowledge 

Supervised Machine Learning: 

It is used for structures datasets. It analyses the coaching knowledge and generates operations which is able to be used for different datasets. it's Machine 

Learning for creating predictions-Core idea is to use labeled knowledge to coach prognostic models. coaching models suggests that mechanically 

characterizing labelled knowledge in ways that to predict tags for unknown knowledge points. for instance a master card fraud detection model may be 

trained employing an account of labelled fraud purchases. The resultant model estimates the chance that any new purchase is deceitful. Common ways 

for coaching models vary from basic regressions to advanced neural nets. All follow identical paradigm grasp as supervised learning     

3.1 Machine learning techniques used: 

Linear Regression- It may be a renowned fashionable formula in machine learning and statistics.This model can assume output variable.It is depicted 

within the kind of equation linear relationship between the input and also the output variable .It is depicted within the kind of equation that includes a set 

of inputs and a prognosticative output .Then it'll estimate the values of constant utilized in the illustration 

In ML, we've a group of inputs variables(x) that area unit accustomed verify the output variable (y) .A relationship exists between the input variables and 

output variable.The goal of cubic centimeter is to quantify this relationship 
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In regression, the connection between the input variables(x) ANd output variable (y) is expressed as an equation of the shape y=a+bx . Thus, the goal of 

regression is to seek out out the values of coefficients a and b .Here ,a is that the intercept and b is that the slope of the line 

The fig shows the premeditated x and y values for a dataset.The goal is to suit a line that's nearest to most of the points . this may scale back the gap 

(‘error) between the y worth of a knowledge purpose and also the line 

 

The regression estimates area unit accustomed make a case for the connection between one variable and an extra variable quantity . the only kind of the 

equation with one dependent and one variable quantity is outlined by the formula y=c+b*x, wherever y is that the calculable variable score, c=constant, 

b=regression constant, and x=score on the variable quantity 

Simple regression may be a statistical procedure that enables United States to summarize and study realtionships between 2 continuous (quantitative 

)variables: 

(1) Simple linear regression:1 variable (interval or ratio), one freelance variable(interval or ration or dichotomous) 

(2) Multiple linear regression: one variable (interval or ratio), 2+independent variable(interval or ration or dichotomous) 

(3) Logistic regression: one variable (interval or ratio), 2+ freelance variable(s)(interval or ration or dichotomous) 

(4) Multinomial regression: one variable (nominal), 1+ freelance variable(s)(interval or ration or dichotomous) 

(5) Discriminant analysis : one variable (nominal), 1+ freelance variable(s)(interval or ration) 

Logistic Regression – Logistic regression is best suited to binary classification(datasets wherever y=0 or one, wherever one denotes the default category. 

Example: in predicting whether or not an occurrence can occur or not, the event that it happens is assessed as one. In predicting whether or not an 

individual is sick or not, the sick instances are denoted as 1).It is named once the transformation performs used it, known as the logistical perform  

Support Vector Classifier-. SVM is a supervised machine learning algorithm which can be used for both classification and regression challenges. 

However, it is mostly used for classification problems. In this algorithm, we plot each data items as a point n-dimenstional space(where n is number of 

features you have )with the value of each features being the value of  a particular coordinate. Then, we perform classification by finding the hyper-

plane(in two dimentional space it is classifier line, mostly strait)that differentiate the two classes (groups of data)very well  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Supper Vector are merely the co-ordinates of individual observation. Support Vector Machine could be a frontier that best segregates the 

2 categories (hyper-plane/line) the method of segregation the 2 categories with hyperplane. Support vector machine 

(SVM) once your information has precisely 2 categories. associate SVM categories information by finding the simplest hyperplane that separates 

all information points of 1 category from those of the opposite class. The best hyperplane for associate SVM means the one with the massive margin 

between the 2 categories. Margin means that the largest breadth of the block parallel to the hyperplane that has no interior information points 

K-Nearest Neighbor – K-nearest neighbor classifier is one amongst the introductory supervised classifiers, which every information science 

learner ought to remember of. Fix & Hodge planned a K-nearest neighbor classifier formula within the year of 1951 for the playacting pattern 

classification task The simple version of the K-nearest neighbor. classifier algorithm is to predict neighbor classifier algorithms is to predict the target 

label by finding the closest neighbor category. The highest category is going to be known as exploitation of the gap live like Euclidian distance The k-

nearest neighbor formula may be a pattern recognition model which will be used for classification yet as regression. usually abbreviated as k-NN, the k-

nearest neighbor may be a positive whole number, that is usually little.In either classification or regression,the input can consist of the k nearest  

coaching example inside an area the output is class membership. This will assign a new object to the class most common among its k nearest neighbors.  
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When a new object is intercalary to the space-in this case a inexperienced heart-we can wish the machine learning rule to classify the center to a particular 

after  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We select k=3,the rule can notice the 3 nearest neighbors of the inexperienced heart so as to category if it to either the diamond category or the star class 

In our diagram,the 3 nearest neighbors of the inexperienced heart one diamond and 2 stars .Therefore ,the rule can categoryify the center with the star 

class  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Among the foremost basic of machine learning algorithms, the k-nearest neighbor is taken into account to be a kind of “lazy learning” as the generalization 

on the far side the coaching knowledge doesn't occur till a question is formed to the system 

Random Forest – is Associate in Nursing extension over sacking. It takes one further step wher additionally to taking the random set of information,it 

conjointly takes the random choice of options instead of victimization all options to grow hair style. after you have several random trees. It’s known as 

Random Forest. 

Steps taken to implement Random Forest: 

1. 1.Suppose there square measure N observations and M options in coaching knowledge set.First , a sample from coaching knowledge set is 

taken every which way with replacement 

2. A set of M options square measure designated every which way and whichever feature offers the simplest split is employed to separate the 

node iteratively 

3. The tree is big to the biggest 

4. Above steps square measure perennial and prediction is given supported the aggregation of predictions from n variety of trees 
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Random Forest may be a versatile machine-learning methodology capable of playacting each regression and classification tasks. It conjointly undertakes 

dimensional reduction ways, treats missing values, outliers values, and different essential steps of information exploration. it's a kind of ensemble learning 

methodology, wherever a bunch of weak modules combines to make a strong model 

In Random Forest, we have a tendency to grow multiple trees as opposition one tree in CART model. To classify a replacement object supported Associate 

in Nursing attribute, every tree offers a categoryification and that we say the tree “votes” for that class. The forest chooses the classification having the 

foremost votes(over all the trees within the forest) and just in case of regression, it takes the common of outputs by completely different hair styleDesigning 

Machine Learning Algorithms: 

The following are the ingradients of style procedure: 

1. Check Harnessing: you wish to outline a check hardness. The check harness is that the knowledge you'll train associated check an algorithmic 

rule against and therefore the performance live you'll use to assess its performance. it's necessary to outline your check harness well so you'll 

concentrate on evaluating completely different algorithms and thinking deeply concerning the matter 

2. Performance Measure: The performance live is that the means you would like to judge an answer to the matter. it's the measuring you'll 

create of the predictions created by a trained model on the check knowledge set 

3. Testing and coaching Datasets: From the remodeled knowledge, you'll have to be compelled to choose a check set and a coaching set. 

associate algorithmic rule are trained on the coaching dataset and can be evaluated against the check set. this might be as straightforward as 

choosing a random split of data(70% for coaching,30% for testing) or could involve a lot of difficult sampling strategies. 

4. Cross Validation: A  lot of subtle approach than employing a check and train knowledge set is to use the whole remodeled knowledge set to 

coach and check a given algorithmic rule. a way you'll use in your check harness that will this is often known as cross-validation 

PROPOSED WORK 

The purpose of this method is to work out the value of a house by watching the varied options that are given as input by the user. These options are given 

to the cubic centimetre model and supported however these options have an effect on the label it offers out a prediction. this may be done by 1st looking 

for an associate degree applicable dataset that suits the wants of the developer additionally because of the user. moreover, once finalizing the dataset, the 

knowledge set can bear the method referred to as data cleansing wherever all the data that isn't required are going to be eliminated and therefore the {raw 

knowledge|data|information} are going to become a  .csv file. Moreover, the information can go through knowledge pre-processing wherever missing 

knowledge are going to be handled and if required label cryptography are going to be done. Moreover, this will bear knowledge transformation wherever 

{it can|it'll} be born-again into a NumPy array so it will finally be sent for coaching the model. whereas coaching varied machine learning algorithms are 

going to be accustomed train the model their error rate is going to be extracted associate degreed consequently an rule and model are going to be finalized 

which might yield correct predictions. Users and companies are going to be able to log in and so fill a kind regarding varied attributes of their property 

that they require to predict the price of. in addition, once a radical choice of attributes, the shape are going to be submitted. This knowledge entered by 

the user will then attend the model and at intervals of seconds the user are going to be able to read the expected worth of the property that they place in  

FLOW CHART: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1 Data Flow Diagram 
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METHODOLOGY 

 

                               

 

 

 

Fig.2   Importing the standard libraries which we required 

 

 

Fig.3 Loading  Boston house dataset 

 

                                     

                                  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4   Boston house price dataset 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5   Target Variable in the dataset 
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Fig .6 Null values in the dataset 

 

                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.7 Correlation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                           

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.8 Drop and assign X ,Y Variables 
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Fig.9 Splitting training and testing data, Fitting the model 

                                                                                                                              

                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig .10 Predicted value vs Price 

Regression Metrics: 

The following three are the most common metrics for evaluating predictions on regression machine learning problems: 

1. Mean Absolute Error: is the sum of the absolute difference between predictions and actual values. It gives an idea of how wrong the 

predictions were. The measure gives an idea of the magnitude of the error, but no idea of direction(e.g. over or under-predicting).  

2. Mean Squared Error(MSE):MSE is much like the mean absolute error in that it provides a gross idea of the magnitude  of error. It is a 

measure of the difference between two continuous variables. Assume X and Y are variables of paired observations that express the same 

phenomenon. Examples of Y versus X include comparisons of predicted versus observed, subsequent time versus initial time, and one 

technique of measurement versus an alternative technique of measurement. Consider a scatter plot of n points, where point I has coordinates 

.Mean Absolute Error(MSE) is the average vertical distance between each point and the Y=X line, Which is also known as the One-to-one 

line MAE is also the average horizontal distance between each point and the line Y=X line 

3. R-Squared Metric:the R-Squared metric provides an indication of the goodness of fit of a set of predictions to the actual values. In statistical 

literature, this measure is called the coefficient of determine. This value between 0 and 1 for no-fit and perfect fit respectively  

RESULTS 

Streamlit is AN open supply python primarily based framework for developing and deploying interactive knowledge science dashboards and machine 

learning models. this suggests that you simply don't ought to have confidence a team of front developers or pay giant amounts of your time learning net-

style languages like markup language, CSS or Javascript so as to deploy your dashboard or model. Streamlit was supported in 2018 by ex-Google 

engineers United Nations agency gained 1st hand expertise of the challenges two-faced once developing and deploying machine learning models and 

dashboards. 

It is designed on top of Python and supports several of the thought Python libraries like matplotlib,Ploty and Pandas 
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CONCLUSION 

Buying your own home is what each human wants for. exploitation this planned model, we would like folks to shop for homes and property at their 

rightful costs and need to confirm that they do not get tricked by uncomplete agents United Nations agency simply area unit once their cash. to boot, this 

model also will facilitate massive corporations by giving correct predictions for them to line the valuation and save them from loads of trouble and save 

loads of precious time and cash. Correct property costs area unit the essence of the market and that we need to confirm that by exploiting this model.The 

system is apt enough in coaching itself and in predicting the costs from the data provided to that. once looking many analysis papers and various blogs 

and articles, a collection of algorithms were selected that were appropriate in applying on each the datasets of the model. once multiple testing and 

coaching sessions, it absolutely was determined that the Linear Regression algorithmic rule showed the most effective result amongst the remainder of 

the algorithms. The system was potent enough for Predicting the costs of {various} homes with various options and was ready to handle massive sums 

of information. The system is kind of easy and time-saving. 
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